
The BIMrx Cloud Manager 2.1, from M2 Technologies' partner Microdesk, allows BIM360
Administrators to quickly and easily add and manage projects. Users can add documents to new
and existing projects within a designated folder structure as well as display folders, documents
and versions for specified projects. This information can then be exported to a Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet for reporting and collaboration. Tasks like bulk project creation, file uploads and
user creation are streamlined, and browsing is available for both local and cloud-based assets. 

The BIMrx Cloud Manager 2.1 is essential for full network synchronization between designer
hard drives and BIM 360. If you are responsible for managing BIM 360 Users and or projects,
BIMrx Cloud Manager 2.1 is for you.
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BIMrx Cloud Manager is available for $1,495/per user/per year. Contact us to buy today or
learn more! 
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Our consultants listened to the users requests and has
also launched BIMrx Cloud Manager Pro, which
provides users with the ability to schedule project
uploading, publishing and downloading. BIM 360 has
traditionally required administrators to edit projects
on an individual level, often on a weekly basis.

Now, this highly-requested feature allows users with
access can set downloads or uploads to begin when
they wrap up for the day, returning to ready files the
following morning. Current customers of BIMrx Cloud
Manager can upgrade to Pro at a reduced cost.

As more functions are added to BIM 360 and other
powerful Autodesk products, there is often a need to
jump between applications, causing a break in
productivity. With BIMrx Cloud Manager Pro, project
managers can bulk download projects from a single UI
as opposed to swapping between platforms.
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M2 Technologies is a consulting firm focused on
productivity, improving manufacturing process
efficiency and reducing manufacturing costs.

Using generative design, best in class
manufacturing and asset management
processes our team of industry experts can help
you become more sustainable, more profitable
and more prepared to meet the demands of
urbanization and a rapidly changing world.
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